
KUMI-HIMO is, specifically, a braid consisting of 3 or more strands intercrossed obliquely. 
Although the “braid” is found in virtually every culture, it is the Japanese culture which has devel-
oped the highest order of braid technique and complexity. Dating back to the early 8th century, the 
Kumi-Himo braid has, in its long history, become intertwined with social and cultural traditions with 
shape, design, color, construction and materials as the variables of study.

Silk has always been the most common material used, although braids of cotton and ramie threads 
can be found. A single strand of the braid can consist of one or, more typically, 20 separate fine 
threads, or anything in between. Crossing strands can be as few as three, or hundreds, intercrossed 
in a prescribed sequence to form the braid. The sequence can be repetitive, forming a pattern, or 
it can be altered, forming specific motifs, not unlike those found in card weaving. Most braids are 
formed of even numbers of strands, the basic braid formed with 4 strands. The 8, 12 and 32 strand 
braids are the more common working units. The working pattern as well as the number of strands 
will determine the cross section, with such variations as round, square, rectangular, cross, flat and 
ribbed sections possible. Each braid has a traditional name referring to its cross section, number of 
working strands and construction. “Yotsu gumi” is the common 4 strand round braid while “Yatzu 
gumi” refers to the 8 strand round braid.

Although decorative in their own right, braids are used mostly as accessories belonging to other 
articles and have a long history in this context. Traditional uses were: cords for armor lacing, strings 
for hanging knives, ornamental strings for bags, cords attached to various parts of priest’s cassocks, 
cords for hanging ritual banners, etc. Cords are still being handmade today in Japan with the most 
common purpose being ties for kimonos and decorative bands for obies.

Using contemporary materials and concepts, the same braid constructions can be used for belts, bag 
handles, decorative wall hangings, bell pulls and even dimensional sculpture. Fine strands of wire 
can be used for exciting jewelry applications, the braids forming neckpieces, bracelets, rings, etc.

Still maintaining the traditions of the braid, the Domyo school in Tokyo teaches braiding exclusively, 
a four year curriculum required for the distinction of becoming a master plaiter. The most famous 
and extensive collection of traditional braids is to be found at the Shoso-in Repository in Nara, 
Japan, open however, only one week each Fall. These braids are constantly being studied and 
analyzed, many of the complex braids still not understood.

T O O L S
The traditional tools for working the braid are the stand which supports the working braid and 
strands; and the bobbins which maintain tension in the working strands while storing the unused 
threads. The stands, each designed for and most suited for specific types of braids, are the KAKU 
DAI, square platform stand; the MARU DAI, round platform stand; and the TAKA DAI, loom (see 
cover). The bobbins are typically of hardwood with a lead weighted core. The common bobbins 
used for the traditional silk braids weigh approximately 80 grams (3 oz). Bobbin weight is critical to 
braid construction and should be considered as a variable when using various materials.

Braids can be worked up, the finished braid dropping through the center hole of the stand platform, 
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or they can be worked down, the finished braid suspended 
above the platform by an accessory hook. In the latter meth-
od, the stand often has a pin at the center around which the 
braid is formed. Most braids can be worked in either fashion. 
Whether worked up or down, the wound, working bobbins 
will fall over the edge of the platform putting tension on the 
strands. The KAKU DAI is generally 4 to 6 inches square and 
commonly used for the 4 and 8 strand braids. The traditional 
Japanese stand is 18” high and is generally used while sitting 
on the floor in a squatting position. The 18” stand is, howev-
er, most comfortable when working while standing, the stand 
sitting on a table. A 24” height is ideal when working while 
sitting, the stand sitting on the floor. The MARU DAI is typi-
cally 9 to 10 inches round, other dimensions the same as for 

the Kaku Dai stand. 
This stand is used for 
braids consisting, of 
up to 32 strands. The 
TAKA DAI refers to a 
floor loom specifically 
for working braids and 
generally incorporates 
a seat for the worker. It is ideal for wide flat braids and 
braids with large n u m b e r s of strands.

M A T E R I A L 
A N D 

P R E PA R AT I O N
Each bobbin should have a 

short permanent cord half-hitched to it, to which the braiding strands 
are tied. This permits the use of the entire length of the precious working strands. 

Using a smooth cotton string, cut lengths for each bobbin approximately 18 inches long. Tie each 
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length into a loop and half hitch onto each 
bobbin. The working strands are secured 
to this starting cord as follows, referring to 
the diagrams:

(1) Take bobbin cord and cross over work-
ing cord and hold in left hand between 
thumb and forefinger, ends pointing away 
from you. (2) Take the working cord, wrap 
around thumb, under its extending end and 
back between thumb and forefinger, going 
over bobbin cord. Form a loop in end of 
bobbin cord and also hold between thumb 
and forefinger. (3) Take hold of the loop on 
your thumb (working cord) and slip it over 
the loop of the bobbin cord. Pull end of 
working cord to secure. To release the tie, 
pull the end of the bobbin cord.

The traditional material for Kumi Himo 
is specially prepared degummed silk called Niro-ito. It is packaged in the proper 
length and in the amount required for a set of four bobbins, 10 to 20 strands o f 
this material used to form one working strand. The prepared skeins must be opened 
in a prescribed manner so as not to end up with a useless tangle. The silk has three 
knots securing the skein. Pull one knot at a time till the skein is opened. Put the 
skein over both hands and snap it so all strands are parallel and smooth and note 
the three ties. One tie will have an extending string and will define the four groups of threads. 
Between the other two ties (these will be close together) insert 
a thin stick such as a chop stick or pencil. Approximately I to 2 
inches on the far side of the pair of knots, cut the skein through. The stick plus the two ties are fed 
through the center hole of the stand platform, the stick now preventing the strands from pulling 
back out. Now open the separator ties, one at a time, straighten up, and tie onto the bobbin cords 
as described above. Wind up bobbins, one at a time, leaving a free length slightly longer than the 
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